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Approaches to learning and teaching Modern Foreign Languages

This series of books is the result of close collaboration between Cambridge
University Press and Cambridge Assessment International Education, both
departments of the University of Cambridge.The books are intended as a
companion guide for teachers, to supplement your learning and provide
you with extra resources for the lessons you are planning.Their focus is
deliberately not syllabus-speciic, although occasional reference has been made
to programmes and qualiications.We want to invite you to set aside for a
while assessment objectives and grading, and take the opportunity instead to
look in more depth at how you teach your subject and how you motivate and
engage with your students.
The themes presented in these books are informed by evidence-based
research into what works to improve students’ learning and pedagogical
best practices. To ensure that these books are irst and foremost practical
resources, we have chosen not to include too many academic references,
but we have provided some suggestions for further reading.
We have further enhanced the books by asking the authors to create
accompanying lesson ideas. These are described in the text and
can be found in a dedicated space online. We hope the books will
become a dynamic and valid representation of what is happening
now in learning and teaching in the context in which you work.
Our organisations also ofer a wide range of professional development
opportunities for teachers. These range from syllabus- and topicspeciic workshops and large-scale conferences to suites of accredited
qualiications for teachers and school leaders. Our aim is to provide
you with valuable support, to build communities and networks, and to
help you both enrich your own teaching methodology and evaluate its
impact on your students.
Each of the books in this series follows a similar structure. In the third
chapter, we have asked our authors to consider the essential elements
of their subject, the main concepts that might be covered in a school
curriculum, and why these are important. The next chapters give you a
brief guide on how to interpret a syllabus or subject guide, and how to
plan a programme of study. The authors will encourage you to think too
about what is not contained in a syllabus and how you can pass on your
own passion for the subject you teach.
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Introduction to the series by the editors
The main body of the text takes you through those aspects of learning
and teaching which are widely recognised as important. We would like
to stress that there is no single recipe for excellent teaching, and that
diferent schools, operating in diferent countries and cultures, will have
strong traditions that should be respected. There is a growing consensus,
however, about some important practices and approaches that need to
be adopted if students are going to fulil their potential and be prepared
for modern life.
In the common introduction to each of these chapters, we look at
what the research says and the beneits and challenges of particular
approaches. Each author then focuses on how to translate theory into
practice in the context of their subject, ofering practical lesson ideas
and teacher tips. These chapters are not mutually exclusive but can be
read independently of each other and in whichever order suits you best.
They form a coherent whole but are presented in such a way that you
can dip into the book when and where it is most convenient for you to
do so.
The inal two chapters are common to all the books in this series
and are not written by the subject authors. After the subject context
chapters, we include guidance on how to relect on your teaching and
some avenues you might explore to develop your own professional
learning. Schools and educational organisations are increasingly
interested in the impact that classroom practice has on student
outcomes. We have therefore included an exploration of this topic and
some practical advice on how to evaluate the success of the learning
opportunities you are providing for your students.
We hope you ind these books accessible and useful. We have tried to
make them conversational in tone so you feel we are sharing good
practice rather than directing it. Above all, we hope that the books will
inspire you and enable you to think in more depth about how you teach
and how your students learn.
Paul Ellis and Lauren Harris
Series Editors
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Purpose and context
International research into educational efectiveness tells us that student
achievement is inluenced most by what teachers do in classrooms. In a
world of rankings and league tables we tend to notice performance, not
preparation, yet the product of education is more than just examinations
and certiication. Education is also about the formation of efective
learning habits that are crucial for success within and beyond the taught
curriculum.
The purpose of this series of books is to inspire you as a teacher to
relect on your practice, try new approaches and better understand how
to help your students learn. We aim to help you develop your teaching
so that your students are prepared for the next level of their education as
well as life in the modern world.
This book will encourage you to examine the processes of learning and
teaching, not just the outcomes. We will explore a variety of teaching
strategies to enable you to select which is most appropriate for your
students and the context in which you teach. When you are making
your choice, involve your students: all the ideas presented in this book
will work best if you engage your students, listen to what they have to
say, and consistently evaluate their needs.
Effective PD

Improved teaching

Improved learning

Cognitive psychologists, coaches and sports writers have noted how the
aggregation of small changes can lead to success at the highest level. As
teachers, we can help our students make marginal gains by guiding them
in their learning, encouraging them to think and talk about how they
are learning, and giving them the tools to monitor their success. If you
take care of the learning, the performance will take care of itself.
When approaching an activity for the irst time, or revisiting an area of
learning, ask yourself if your students know how to:
• approach a new task and plan which strategies they will use
• monitor their progress and adapt their approach if necessary
• look back and relect on how well they did and what they might do
diferently next time.
5
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Approaches to learning and teaching English Literature

Efective students understand that learning is an active process. We need
to challenge and stretch our students and enable them to interrogate,
analyse and evaluate what they see and hear. Consider whether your
students:
• challenge assumptions and ask questions
• try new ideas and take intellectual risks
• devise strategies to overcome any barriers to their learning that they
encounter.
As we discuss in Chapter 6 Active learning and Chapter 8
Metacognition, it is our role as teachers to encourage these practices
with our students so that they become established routines. We can
help students review their own progress as well as getting a snapshot
ourselves of how far they are progressing by using some of the methods
we explore in Chapter 7 on Assessment for Learning.
Students often view the subject lessons they are attending as separate from
each other, but they can gain a great deal if we encourage them to take
a more holistic appreciation of what they are learning.This requires not
only understanding how various concepts in a subject it together, but also
how to make connections between diferent areas of knowledge and how
to transfer skills from one discipline to another. As our students successfully
integrate disciplinary knowledge, they are better able to solve complex
problems, generate new ideas and interpret the world around them.
In order for students to construct an understanding of the world and
their signiicance in it, we need to lead students into thinking habitually
about why a topic is important on a personal, local and global scale.
Do they realise the implications of what they are learning and what
they do with their knowledge and skills, not only for themselves but
also for their neighbours and the wider world? To what extent can they
recognise and express their own perspective as well as the perspectives
of others? We will consider how to foster local and global awareness,
as well as personal and social responsibility, in Chapter 12 on Global
thinking.
As part of the learning process, some students will discover barriers
to their learning: we need to recognise these and help students to
overcome them. Even students who regularly meet success face
their own challenges. We have all experienced barriers to our own
learning at some point in our lives and should be able as teachers
to empathise and share our own methods for dealing with these.
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Purpose and context
In Chapter 10 Inclusive education we discuss how to make learning
accessible for everyone and how to ensure that all students receive the
instruction and support they need to succeed as students.
Some students are learning through the medium of English when it is
not their irst language, while others may struggle to understand subject
jargon even if they might otherwise appear luent. For all students,
whether they are learning through their irst language or an additional
language, language is a vehicle for learning. It is through language that
students access the content of the lesson and communicate their ideas.
So, as teachers, it is our responsibility to make sure that language isn’t
a barrier to learning. In Chapter 9 on Language awareness we look
at how teachers can pay closer attention to language to ensure that all
students can access the content of a lesson.
Alongside a greater understanding of what works in education and
why, we (as teachers) can also seek to improve how we teach and
expand the tools we have at our disposal. For this reason, we have
included Chapter 11 Teaching with digital technologies, discussing
what this means for our classrooms and for us as teachers. Institutes of
higher education and employers want to work with students who are
efective communicators and who are information literate. Technology
brings both advantages and challenges and we invite you to relect on
how to use it appropriately.
This book has been written to help you think harder about the impact
of your teaching on your students’ learning. It is up to you to set an
example for your students and to provide them with opportunities to
celebrate success, learn from failure and, ultimately, to succeed.
We hope you will share what you gain from this book with other teachers
and that you will be inspired by the ideas that are presented here.We
hope that you will encourage your school leaders to foster a positive
environment that allows both you and your students to meet with success
and to learn from mistakes when success is not immediate.We hope too
that this book can help in the creation and continuation of a culture where
learning and teaching are valued and through which we can discover
together what works best for each and every one of our students.
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The nature of the subject

Why study Literature?
In my personal life and in my work as a teacher, literature provides me
with inspiration, entertainment, insight and a retreat from the diiculties
of life.You may also feel that literature is an important part of your
life. However, your students may not share your view! In contrast,
they probably see many practical advantages in the study of English
Language. Most of these advantages are likely to relate to occupational
choice and opportunity. The ability to read, speak and write in English
is part of a set of skills demanded by the increasing globalisation of
scholarship, business and politics. There are other advantages, of course:
in social relationships, cultural development and self-esteem. However,
a principal motivation for studying English Language is likely to be
functionally related to accreditation for work and further study.
In contrast, the advantages of studying English Literature may seem
less obvious. This is particularly true of students who ind additional
linguistic challenge in texts that do not conform to familiar models of
functional English. They may not see the subject as relevant to their
occupational choice and opportunity. They may even see Literature as
unnecessarily ‘artistic’ or unproductive. It is worth challenging these
notions.

What are the advantages of studying
English Literature?
There are many, including the following:
1 Understanding human behaviour
Studying Literature widens the reader’s experience of human behaviour
and its origins in ideas, feelings and attitudes. Reading iction set in
diferent times and diferent cultures extends understanding of two vital
aspects of humanity:
• irstly – how some human behaviours and motivations difer
according to time, culture or circumstance
• secondly – and perhaps more importantly – how some human
behaviours and motivations are the same across time and space.
(This may be called the ‘vicarious experience’ view of Literature study.)
9
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Approaches to learning and teaching English Literature

2 Developing academic skills
Studying Literature develops academic skills, which match and
contribute to skills in other subjects. It involves conveying understanding,
classifying knowledge, investigating and evaluating evidence. It also
involves speaking and writing relevantly, coherently and with precision.
(This may be called the ‘transferable skills’ view of Literature study.)
3 Personal development
Studying Literature develops personal qualities of empathy with
other people and insight into other situations. It provides a maturing
of emotional intelligence through relection and comparison. It also
develops better understanding of oneself by comparison with others
making choices and facing experiences in iction. (This may be called the
‘personal growth and enrichment’ view of Literature study.)
4 Stimulating imagination
Studying Literature provides a recreational escape into other worlds.
It works on and encourages imagination, and can be a stimulus to
creativity – in life, conversation and in writing. It confers membership
of a cultured community that is larger than the functional communities
around. (This may be called the ‘cultural’ view of Literature study.)
5 Understanding communication
Studying Literature develops skill in understanding the principal
medium of human communication – language. This is a key skill in work
and leisure, applicable to the student’s own language and the languages of
others. It promotes a respect for efective language use and an ability to
spot language that is being used to conceal, mislead or represent events
in a biased way. (This may be called the ‘citizenship’ view of Literature study.)

What kind of study?
Your students will have diferent abilities, motivations and preferences, as
well as distinctly individual personalities.You will want to choose study
methods that engage all of your students, especially if you want to vary the
activity to keep them engaged through a whole lesson or series of lessons.
For example:
• You may choose to vary tasks and activities between solo, group and
whole-class study.
• You may prescribe a sequence and focus of study or let them arrive
at their own, choosing between directed and undirected study.
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